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We study the solutions of Au = u [u/4-‘, q > 1, that are singular at 0. We prove 
that (x[“@-‘~ u(x)=r*/(q-‘)u(r, 0) converges to some limit w(0) when r = 1x1 tends 
to 0 and that o is a 2x-periodic solution of -d*W/dO* + o Io)~-~ = (2/(q - 1))2w. 
If w = 0, then either 1.~1~ u(x) = r%(r, 0) converges as r +O to some element of 
Ker(d*/dO* + k*l) for some integer k in [ 1,2/(q - 1)) or u(x)/Log( l/ 1x1) converges 
to a constant. Global solutions in Iw*\ {OJ-their existence and their behavior near 
x= cc as well as near x=&-are also studied. We use an inlinite-dimensional 
dynamical systems theory to prove the existence of various different ypes of global 
singular solutions. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
Conrents. 0. Introduction. 1. Strong singularities. 3. Weak singularities. 
3. Exterior problem. 4. Global singular solutions. Appendix A. Appendix B. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let Q be an open subset of iR* and consider the equation 
Au= (u~*-~u (O-1) 
in $2, where q > 1 is a constant. If a function U(X) is defined on 52 except at 
points a,, a2, . . . . U,EG and satisfies (0.1) in SZ\{a,,a,,...,u,}, then u can 
be regarded as a solution with singularities at a,, a,, . . . . a, and the points 
a,, u2, . . . . a, are called singular points of U. A related problem is found in 
the Thomas-Fermi theory in quantum mechanics, in which case, though, 
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the space dimension is three instead of two. One of the main subjects of 
this paper is to classify all possible isolated singularities of solutions of 
(0.1). 
As we are concerned with the local behavior of a solution near each 
singular point, without loss of generality we let 52 be an open subset of R* 
containing 0, Q’ = Q \ (0)’ and u E C*(P) be a solution of (0.1) in 52’. 
When 4 > 3 an earlier work of one of the authors gives a complete 
classification of the singularities that u can have at 0 [ 191: 
(i) either lim,_, (x1*‘+‘) U(X) = f(2/(q- l))*/+‘) 
(ii) or lim,,, u(x)/Log( l/ 1x1) = y for some y # 0 which can take any 
nonzero value and u satisfies 
-du+ Iu14-‘u=2TIySo (0.2) 
in the sense of distributions in Q, 
(iii) or u can be extended as a C* solution of (0.1) in 8. 
When 1 <q < 3, however, the above classification turns out to be no 
longer adequate (except when restricted to u > 0). To see this, let 1 < q < 3 
and o be a nonconstant (sign-changing) solution of the following nonlinear 
eigenvalue problem on S ’ = R/27cZ : 
2 2 
-f$+m ,w,Q--l= 2 w. 
( ) q-1 
(0.3) 
Then the function ii defined by 
ii(x) = fi(r, 0) = r-2’(q-11)0(0), (0.4) 
with (r, 0) E R + x S r being the polar coordinates in lR*\ (01, is a singular 
solution of (0.1) in 52’ that does not fall into any of the categories given in 
(i), (ii), (iii) above. This is an example of what we call an “anisotropic” 
singularity. As will be clear from the next theorem and the subsequent 
results, the set 8’ of all the solutions of (0.3) on S ’ plays a fundamental role 
in the classification of singularities at 0: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let u be a C* solution of (0.1) in Sz’. Then there exists an 
w in &such that r2’(q-11)u(r, 0) converges to w(0) in the C*(S’)-topology us r 
tends to 0. 
Note that (0.3) has only constant solutions on S’ when q 2 3, while non- 
constant solutions exist when 1 <q < 3. This, together with the above 
theorem and Theorem 2.1 below, shows that only “isotropic” singularities 
can appear when q 2 3, which was the case studied in [ 191. 
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There are two different major steps for proving the above result: the 
first one is to prove that r2’(q-‘) u(r, .) approaches to some connected 
component of 8, that is, either a subset of d of the form 
E)k= {o(. +o!);aES’}, (0.5) 
where o is a 2n/kperiodic solution of (0.3) on S’ and k is a positive 
integer smaller than 2/(q - l), or a set consisting of a constant solution of 
(0.3) as specified later in (0.16). This is done by using energy estimates in a 
way somewhat similar to that of [2, 101. The second is to prove that 
r2’(q- ‘)u(r, 0) converges precisely to one element of c$~ (or of d+ u 6- u b” 
in (0.16)), and this is done by using the reflectional symmetry of the 
equation (0.1) and applying the maximum principle together with the 
Jordan curve theorem, in a way somewhat similar to that of [6,7] (see 
also [ 131). 
The main part of this paper is divided into four sections. In Section 1, we 
prove Theorem 1.1 above, thereby giving a classification of strong 
singularities, namely those having a growth order of r-2’(q-1) at x=0. 
In Section 2 we show that if the limit w in Theorem 1.1 is 0 then the 
singularity has a growth order strictly smaller than that of rP2’(9-‘). More 
precisely we prove the following theorem, which, when combined with 
Theorem 1.1 above, provides, so to speak, a complete classification of all 
possible singularities at x = 0: 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume lim,_, 1x12/(9--1 u(x) = 0 and let k. be the largest 
integer smaller than 2/(q - 1). Then 
(i) either there exist an integer kE [ 1, k,] and constants A E R and 
cp~S’ with A#0 such that 
lim r%(r, 0) = A sin(k0 + cp) 
r-0 
(O-6) 
in the C2(S ‘)-topology, 
(ii) or there exists a nonzero real number y such that 
lim u(r, B)/Log( l/r) = y 
r-0 
(0.7) 
in the C2(S’)-topology, 
(iii) or u can be extended onto f2 as a C2 solution of (0.1) in a. 
Furthermore, for an arbitrary choice of the constants A, cp, y, we can 
construct a solution u that indeed satisfies (0.6) (Proposition 2.3) and a 
solution that satisfies (0.7). In the case (i) above or in the case where the w 
in Theorem 1.1 is a nonconstant function, our solutions are so to speak 
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symmetry breaking singular solutions and thus their singularities are 
anisotropic. The method employed in proving Theorem 2.1 is a com- 
bination of ideas from the second step of the proof of Theorem 1.1 and a 
careful study of the Fourier coefficients of u(r, e). 
In Section 3 we consider an exterior problem for (0.1) and investigate the 
behavior of solutions near the infinity. We have the following results which 
are analogous to Theorems 1.1 and 2.1: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let u be a solution of (0.1) in an exterior domain of R*. 
Then there exists an w in d such that r2’(q-144(r, 0) converges to o(0) in the 
C2(S1)-topology as r tends to +co. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let u be a nonzero solution of (0.1) in an exterior domain 
such that Ixj2’(qP1) u(x) + 0 as 1x1 + 00. Then 
(i) either there exist an integer k larger than 2/(q- 1) and constants 
AER, cp~S’ (A#O) such that 
lim r%(r, 0) = A sin(k0 + cp) (O-8) r-+00 
in the C 2( S ’ )-topology, 
(ii) or 2/(q - 1) is an integer and there exists a constant cp E S’ such 
that 
lim rk*(Log r)“‘* u(r, 19) = (k*C-1i2)k* sin(k*8 + cp) (0.9) I-+ too 
in the C*(S ‘)-topology, where k* = 2/(q - 1) and 
C=i &’ )sin819+1 de. 
In Section 4 we study global solutions of (0.1) in R* \ (0). By Theorems 
1.1 and 3.1, the asymptotic profiles of a solution u at the origin and at the 
infinity-namely the limit functions 
o,(B) = lim r2’(q- l)u(r, e), 
r-0 
(0.11) 
w,(0) = lim r21cq- ‘)u(r, 0) 
I’+m 
(0.12) 
-both satisfy the same equation (0.3); in other words, wo, w, E 8’. Our 
main concern here is the relation between o. and CD,. In particular, we 
want to know for which pairs of elements wo, o, E 67 there exist global 
solutions satisfying (0.11) and (0.12), and for which pairs not. One simple 
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but important observation derives from an estimate of energy: the “energy” 
at the infinity is always smaller than or equal to that at the origin. To be 
more precise, let the energy functional E: W’~2(S1) -+ R be defined by 
which in particular reduces to the form 
1-q E(o) =- s 2(q+l) s’ lop+ l de
if WE&. If o,,, o, are defined as in (O.ll), (0.12), then we have 
E(oo) 2 E(w, ). (0.14) 
with the equality sign holding if and only if w,, = w, and u is of the 
form (0.4) (Proposition 4.1). Note that the energy E is constant on each 
connected component of 8 and that 
E(b+)=E($-)<E(&)< ... <E(c&)<E(~~)=O, (0.15) 
where G)k, k = 1, 2, . . . . k,, are as in (0.5) and 
d’={ * (-&)‘-“-“}, bO= (0). (0.16) 
In view of (0.15), the inequality (0.14) can be interpreted, roughly 
speaking, that the asymptotic profile of a solution at the infinity has a 
lower (or equal) “frequency” than that at the origin. 
We next give a suflicient condition on oo, w, ~8 for the existence of a 
global solution satisfying (0.11) and (0.12). Our result is the following: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let coo, o, ~8, and assume that one of the following 
conditions are fulfilled: (a) o. = 0; (b) o, E b+ u b- and o. # --w,; or 
(c) coo E ~3~ and CD, E c$, with k being a multiple of k’, moreover coo and o, 
have at least one common zero on S ‘. Then there exists a global singular 
solution of (0.1) satisfying (0.11) and (0.12). 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 consists of two steps. The first step employs 
the idea of [20] to define a semiflow on the space C’(S’), where each 
solution u of the exterior problem for (0.1) is interpreted as an “orbit” in 
the positive direction. As is easily seen, d coincides with the set of all 
equilibria of this semillow. It will then be shown that the problem of 
finding a global singular solution of (0.1) is equivalent to that of finding an 
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entire orbit connecting a pair of equilibrium points. In the second step we 
apply the theory of strongly order-preserving semiflow [14] to prove the 
existence of connecting orbits for certain pairs of equilibria as specified in 
Theorem 4.1. 
Among solutions of (0.1) in R’\ { 0}, those of the form (0.4) correspond 
to trivial entire orbits, that is, orbits that stay at an equilibrium point for 
all t E R. There are precisely live radially symmetric solutions, three of 
which are of the form (0.4) with o a constant solution of (0.3) as in (0.16), 
and the rest of which correspond to either a connecting orbit from 8’ to 
d + or one from b” to b-. Apart from these special solutions that can be 
constructed through separation of variables, solutions of (0.1) cannot in 
general be handled with the usual ODE methods such as the phase plane 
analysis or the shooting method. As in the phase plane analysis, the 
dynamical systems theory plays an important role in our analysis, though 
it is an infinite-dimensional dynamical system rather than a finite dimen- 
sional one that we need. As far as the authors know, the present work is 
one of the rare-if not unique-successful attempts to use an infinite- 
dimensional dynamical systems theory to prove the existence of highly 
non-radial global solutions of an elliptic equation. 
Finally, in Appendix A, we construct an auxiliary function used in the 
proof of Theorems 2.1 and 3.2. In Appendix B we give a simple explicit 
construction of the connected components of d and prove our “exclusion 
principle” (Proposition B.2), from which (0.15) follows immediately. Some 
of the results presented here were announced in [8]. 
1. STRONG SINGULARITIES 
Let 51 be an open subset of R* containing 0 and let Q’ = Q\ (0). We are 
concerned with a C* solution u of 
du=u 11114-l (1.1) 
in Q’, with q > 1 a constant. As is easily seen, if u(x) is a solution of (1.1) in 
52’, then for any K > 0 the function 
u,(x) = K ~ 2’(q ~ %(X/K) (1.2) 
is a solution of (1.1) in KU. In view of this, and replacing u by U, if 
necessary, we may assume without loss of generality that 
523{xER2; Ixl<l}=B,. 
We begin with the following lemma, which gives a crucial a priori bound 
for solutions of (1.1): 
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LEMMA 1.1 [4, 191. There exists a constant C* >O depending only on 
q > 1 such that for any R > 0, x,, E k!‘, and any C2 solution U of 
AU= UIUjy-l 
in B,(xO) = {XE lR2; Ix-xOI CR}, it holds that 
IU(x,)l < C*R-2’(y-1). 
(See also [ 121 for a related result.) An immediate consequence of the 
above lemma is the following now classical a priori bound: If u is a 
solution of (1.1) in 52’, then there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
lu(x)l < c 1x1 -2’(q- l) (O<Ixl<l) (1.3) 
[4, 193. In the rest of this section u will be a fixed solution of (1.1) in Q’. 
Let (r, 0) be the polar coordinates in R2\ (0) (r >O, 8~ S’ = [W/2nZ) 
and let us write U(X) = u(r, 0) for simplicity. We define a function 
u:(-m,O]xS’+R by 
u(t, 0) = r 2’(q-1)u(r, e), 
By (1.1) and (1.3), u satisfies 
t = Log(r4”“- ‘I). (1.4) 
( ) 2 2(Ua-Ul)+(~)2V+UBB=VIuIq-l, (l-5) 
146 a G c (1.6) 
on (-cc, 0] x S’, where C is the same constant as in (1.3). The set of all 
the stationary solutions (i.e., solutions independent of t) of (1.5) has the 
form 
It is clear that d t C2+,(S1) (t C3(S’)). As we shall see in Appendix B, d 
has the following structure: 
PROWSITION 1.1. Let k, be the largest integer smaller than 2/(q - 1). 
Then d has precisely k,, + 3 connected components d +, d -, So, and 8k 
(1 <k<k,), where 
(i) b+ (resp. b-) consists of a constant function with value 
(2/(q- 1))2’(q--1) (resp. -(2/(q- 1))2”q-“); 
(ii) b”= (0); 
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(iii) for each 1 <k < kO, 4 = {ok(. + a); 0 <a < 2n}, where ok is a 
solution of 
2 2 
-$+4wl”L= 2 0 
( > q-1 in S’ 
with least period 2z/k. 
Given 6, 0 < 6 < 1, denote by C’(S’) the usual Holder space on S’. The 
following lemma is an immediate consequence of (1.6) and the Lp and 
Schauder estimates [ll] for (1.5): 
LEMMA 1.2. There exists 6 E (0, 1) such that r(t, .), u,( t, .), vO( t, .), 
ult(t, .), u,dt, .), u&t, *I, urrr(t, -), u,,dt, -1, u,dt, -1, and uooo(t, -) all remain 
bounded in C6(S’) us t varies ouer (- 00, 01. 
LEMMA 1.3. 
0 
I I -co s’ u;dedt< +a~. (1.8) 
Proof. Multiplying (1.5) by u, and integrating it in 0, t, and then using 
the boundedness of u, ug, uI, one obtains (1.8). 
As a consequence of Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 we get 
LEMMA 1.4. The functions u,(t, .) and u,,(t, a) tend to 0 in the 
CO(S’)-topology as t ten& to ---co. 
Proof: Let 
k(t) =s,, {W, e >’ de. 
By the boundedness of ut, u,~, the function k’(t) is bounded on (-co, 01, 
and by (1.8), 
k(t)>O, 
I 
’ k(t)dt< +oo. 
-co 
Observing these, one easily finds that 
k(t) -+ 0 as t+ -co, 
and it follows from this and the boundedness of u,~ that 
u,(t, 0) + 0 as t + --cc (uniformly in e E S’). (1.9) 
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The convergence u,, + 0 follows from (1.9) and the boundedness of u,,, o,,,, 
u,,@. We omit the details of the proof. 
By Lemma 1.2 and the Ascoli-Arzell’s theorem, the “orbit” V of u, 
namely QZ = { U( t, .); t 6 0}, is relatively compact in C3(S ’ ). We define the 
“a-limit set” of V in C’(S ’ ) as 
r-(V) = n closure { u(t, .); z d t}, 
140 
(1.10) 
where the closure is with respect o the topology of C’(S’). By the relative 
compactness of %’ in C3(S’), T-(V) remains unchanged if we take the 
closure in the topology of C3(S1) or C’(S’) instead of C’(S’). A standard 
argument as found in the theory of dynamical systems hows that I--(%?) is 
a nonempty compact connected set in C2(S1) (and also in C3(S1 )). 
Moreover Lemma 1.4 and (1.5) imply r- (%) c B, hence by Proposition 1.1 
we have 
LEMMA 1.5. f-(W) either coincides with one of I+, CC, and go, or is 
contained in CC& for some integer k E [ 1, k,]. 
If the former alternative in Lemma 1.5 holds (which is always the case 
when q > 3), the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 is obvious. Therefore, in the 
rest of this section we only consider the case where T-(V) c &k for some 
k> 1. 
Remark 1.1. The use of such terminology as “orbit” or “a-limit set” as 
above is simply for the sake of convenience and does not mean that the set 
% is an orbit of some dynamical system in the right sense. In fact, a 
solution of the elliptic equation (1.5) on (-co, 0] x S’ cannot necessarily 
be extended toward the direction of t > 0, so the set %’ cannot in general be 
regarded as a negative portion of an orbit of some local semiflow. 
Moreover, even if we replace t by - t, % is not a positive orbit of a (local) 
semiflow, since the solution map ~(0, .) + u(t, .) lacks continuity. It is 
therefore simply for the sake of convenience that we borrow some 
terminology from the theory of dynamical systems in this and the next 
section. On the other hand, the equation (1.5) on [0, +co) x Si-which 
corresponds to the exterior problem for (l.l~efines a semiflow in the 
right sense, as we shall see in Section 3. Hence it is completely justifiable to 
use such terminology as “cl-limit set, ” “w-limit set,” or “orbit” in Sections 3 
and 4 for solutions of exterior problems and global singular solutions. 
The following lemma plays an important role in the study of the 
asymptotic behavior of solutions: 
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LEMMA 1.6. Let o be an element of r-(q). 
(i) Zf ~‘(0,) >O (resp. ~0) at some point O,,E S’, then there exists 
t* < 0 such that 
(resp. < 0) (1.11) 
for any t < t*. 
(ii) If ~(0,) >O (resp. CO) at some point dO~ S’, then there exists 
t* < 0 such that 
u(t, 0,) 2 0 (resp. < 0) (1.12) 
for any t d t*. 
(iii) Zf w’(0) >O (resp. co) for BE [fl,, e,] c S’, then there exists 
t* < 0 such that 
at, 0) > 0 (resp. c 0) (1.13) 
for any t < t*, eE (e,, t3,). 
(iv) v 0(e)>0 ( resp. c 0) for 0 E [&,, e,] c S’, then there exists 
t* < 0 such that 
u(t, e) > 0 (resp. < 0) (1.14) 
for any t d t*, e E (e,, e1 ). 
Proof The idea of the proof is similar to what is found in [6,7, 133; it 
is to use the symmetry of the equation (0.1) along with maximum principle 
and the Jordan curve theorem. First, to prove (i), we define functions 
+(e) = o(e) - w(2e, - e), 
qt, e) = u(t, e) - u(t, 2eo- e), 
l?(r, e) = u(r, e) - u(r, 2& - e). 
Clearly we have 
bw,) = 6w, + 4 = 0, 
qt, e,) = fi(t, 8, +x) = 0, 
z?(r, 0,) = I( r, e. + 71) = 0, 
w,) = 20wd, 
w, 4) = 2dt, ed, 
Wr, ed = 2udr, 0,) 
(1.15a) 
(1.5b) 
(1.15c) 
for t < 0 and 0 < r < 1. It sullices to show that there exists t* < 0 such that 
u,(t, 0,) does not change sign on (-co, t*]. Let us assume the contrary, 
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then there exists a decreasing sequence {t,} with lim,, m t, = -co such 
that 
u”,(t,, 0,).(-l)“>O 
and correspondingly, with rn = exp( ((q - 1)/4) t,), 
iqrn, f?,) . ( - 1)” > 0 (1.16) 
for n = 1, 2, . . . . As the equation (1.1) is equivariant with respect o reflection 
in R2, both u(r, 8) and u(r, 28, - 0) are solutions of (1.1). It follows that ii 
satisfies 
-dii+d(x)ii=O in Bl\ (01, (1.17) 
where d is a nonnegative continuous function in B,\(O). Let 0 be the half 
disk defined by 
U=((r,cos& rsinQ;O<r<l, e,<e<e,f~), (1.18) 
and set 
u+ = (x4; ii(x)>O}, 
u- = {xd; ii(x)<O). 
Now if C is any connected component of Co+ or O-, it follows from (1.17) 
and the maximum principle that 
0Eac or CnaB,#0, (1.19) 
where aB, = {x E W2; (xl = 1 }. For each n odd let C, be the connected com- 
ponent of 0 - satisfying (r, cos 8,, r,, sin 0,) E K,, and for each n even let 
C, be the connected component of 0 + satisfying (r, cos t&, rn sin 0,) E X,. 
The existence of such components is obvious from ( 1.15~) and (1.16). We 
have to consider two cases: 
Case I. There exists an integer n, such that 0 E X,. In this case we 
actually have 
oEac, for any n 2 n,. (1.20) 
In fact, suppose 0 4 dC, for some m > n,. Then, by (1.19), C, n aB1 # 0, 
hence there exists a non-self-intersecting continuous curve y : [0, 1 ] + 
C, u {(r, cos e,, rm sin e,)}, such that y(0) = (r, cos &,, r,,, sin &,), 
y(s) E C, for 0 <s < 1 and y( 1) E aB,. Denote by ri the line segment with 
end points (r, cos 8,, r,,, sin e,), (cos &, sin 6,), and by f 2 the arc segment 
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on as, connecting (1, 6,) and y( 1). Then y( [0, 1 ] ) u ri u r, is a con- 
tinuous closed curve which confines the component C,, in its inside. On the 
other hand, the point 0 obviously lies outside this curve. Combining these 
observations, we see that 04 K,,,,, contradicting our supposition that 
0 E X,,,. This proves (1.20). 
Now, given a continuous function cp: [ 6,,, B,, + n] --f R, we define z(q) as 
the number of distinct connected components of the set (0 E [e,, 8, + n J; 
(p(0) #O}. z(q) is either a nonnegative integer or + cc. In view of (1.20) 
and the fact that C, n C, + i = 0 for n = 1,2, . . . . and again using the Jordan 
curve theorem (in a manner similar to that in [HI), we easily find that 
z(ii(r, .)) 2 n if r E (0, r,], 
hence 
lim z(t?(r, .)) = +a, 
r-0 
which implies 
lim z(o’(t, a)) = +co. (1.21) 
,- -co 
Next let {tn} be a sequence with lim,, m r, = -co such that v(z,, .) + o( .) 
as n + cc in C*( S ’ ). Clearly we have 
o”(%~ .I --* N-1 asn+cc (1.22) 
in the topology of C*(S’). By (1.7) # satisfies the second-order linear 
ordinary differential equation 
-$rf+qt(S)$=(&)2$ in S’, (1.23) 
where 5 is a continuous function on S’. As $‘(0,) = 20’(0,) # 0, $ is not 
identically equal to zero, hence by (1.23), 
min { wwl + wwl > > 0. BE.9 
(1.24) 
On the other hand, it follows from (1.21) and (1.22) that +‘(6,) = $(6,) = 0 
for some 8, E S’, contradicting (1.24). 
Case II. 0 E X, for any positive integer n. In this case, by (1.19), we 
have 
c,naB,#0 
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for n = 1, 2, . . . . Using the Jordan curve theorem and arguing as in Case I, 
we get z(v”(t, .)) = +cc (t Q 0), hence a contradiction with (1.24). In either 
of Cases I, II, we have obtained a contradiction, thus the statement (i) of 
the lemma is proved. 
Next we proceed to the proof of (ii). This statement can be proved in a 
way similar to that of (i). The only difference here is that we consider the 
sum of u and its reflection instead of their difference: 
qt, e) = u( t, e) + u( 2, 28, - e). 
Instead of (1.15) we have 
&?(t, 4)) = 0, v’(t, &I) = 24G &I), 
so v” satisfies the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions at 8 = 8, 
rather than the Dirichlet conditions. Since both u(r, 0) and - u(r, 28, - 0) 
satisfy (1.1) we may derive the same type of equation as (1.17) for ii(r, 0) = 
u(r, 0) + u(r, 2& - 0), and the rest of the proof goes completely analogously 
to that of (i). 
To prove (iii), let {r,} be a sequence with lim, _ co t, = --oo such that 
U(~,, . ) -+ o( .) as n -+ cc in the topology of C2(S’). By the assumption on 
w, there exists a positive integer n, such that 
u~T,, 0) > 0 (1.25) 
for any n 2 n, and 8 E [e,, e,]. Next by using (i) of the present lemma, we 
see that there exists t, GO such that 
udt, 0,) 2 0, udt, 0,) 2 0 (1.26) 
for any t < t,. Without loss of generality we may assume T,, < t,. Set 
t* = rRO. Then for any n > n, we have ug > 0, ue f 0 on the boundary Z’,, 
of the rectangle 
For u, this implies that u, 2 0, ug f 0 on the boundary a& of the region 
L;= {(rcos0,rsinB)ER*; r,<r<r*, eE(eo,el)j, 
where rn = exp(((q- 1)/4)r,), r* = exp(((q- 1)/4)t*). Since ue satisfies the 
equation 
-du,+q 12114--3 u,=o 
in Cj, and is continuous on CL, we may apply the strong maximum 
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principle, to get u0 > 0 in Z”. This implies u0 > 0 in C,. Since n can be 
arbitrarily large, the assertion (iii) is proved. 
Finally, (iv) can be proved in quite the same manner as (iii), and we 
omit the details. Thus the proof of Lemma 1.6 is completed. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. As mentioned in the paragraph next to Lemma 
1.5, it suffices to consider the case where r- (%) c & for some integer 
ko [l, k,]. Suppose w1 and w2 both belong to r-(W) and that o, #o,. 
Then, as is easily seen from Proposition 1.1 (iii), there exists B0 E S’ such 
that w;(e,) c 0 c 0;(0,). On the other hand, by Lemma 1.6(i), c&(0,) < 0 
implies w;(&) < 0, a contradiction. This contradiction proves the theorem. 
Remark 1.2. If one tries to extend the above results to higher space 
dimensions, say Q c RN, then Lemmas 1.1-1.5 can easily be adapted 
without significant change, by using the spherical coordinates in RN\(O), 
namely (r,cr), r>O, aESN-‘. For example, Lemma 1.5 can be modified as 
follows: 
When x tends to 0, r21Cq - ‘) u(r, (r) approaches one of the connected 
components of the set 8(N): 
b(N) = {WE C2(SN-’ ): -A,0 + w lw1q--1= lq,,w}, 
where A, is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on S N- ’ and 
lq,~=s (-+). 
One can also easily check that b(N) # (0) if and only if 1 < q < N/( N - 2). 
Furthermore, in the case (N + 1 )/( N - 1) < q < N/(N - 2), b(N) consists 
only of three constant functions 0, (Iq,N)l’(q- I), and - (14,N)1’(q- ‘).
Therefore, in this particular case, the above result implies the convergence 
of r2’(4-1)u(r, (T) as r + 0 (see [19] for details). On the other hand, b(N) 
has a far more complicated structure when 1 < q < (N + 1 )/(N - 1) 
(especially when q is close to l), and in this case whether r21cq- ‘)u(r, 0) 
converges as r + 0 or not is not yet known. The main difficulty lies in the 
fact that we so far do not have a higher-dimensional counterpart of Lemma 
1.6, whose proof involves the use of the Jordan curve theorem. 
2. WEAK SINGULARITIES 
In this section, we still assume that Q is an open subset of R* containing 
B, , and u is a C* solution of (1.1) in a’ = s1\ (0). Toward the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, which provides the complete classification of weak 
singularities, we first prove the following: 
580/83/l-5 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume 1 < q < 3 and lim, _ 0 1x1 2’(y ~ ‘) u(x) = 0, and 
let k, be the largest integer smaller than 2/(q - 1). Then there exist constants 
A E R and cp E S’ such that rkou(r, 0) converges to A sin(k,B+ cp) in the 
C2(S’)-topology. 
Again, we define a function v: ( - co, 0] x S i + R as in (1.4), and recall 
that v satisfies the equation (1.5). In terms of v, Proposition 2.1 reads as 
follows: 
PROWSITION 2.1’. Assume lim,, --oo v(t, .) = 0, and let B = (2 - 
(q- l)k,)/4 >O. Then there exist constants A E R and cp E S’ such that 
e-8’v(t, (3) converges to A sin(kJ3 + cp) in the C2(S1)-topology. 
The above proposition will be proved by using Lemma 1.6 in Section 1. 
The proof also relies on an elaborate study of the asymptotic behavior of 
the Fourier coefficients of v(t, .). In the terminology borrowed from the 
theory of dynamical systems (see Remark 1.1 ), Proposition 2.1’ concerns, 
so to speak, the property of the “unstable manifold” of the “equilibrium 
point” 0 E 8. The method used here will also be employed later in the proof 
of Proposition 2.2 and in Section 3. 
Among other things, the following lemma is fundamental: 
LEMMA 2.1. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.1’, there exists E > 0 
such that 
(2.1) 
ProoJ: Suppose the contrary. Let p(t)= IIv(t, .)IlcO~slj. Then PE 
C”(( - co, 01) and 
lim p(t)=0 (2.2) I+ -0z 
lim sup eeE’P( t) = + cc 
I--t -co (2.3) 
for any E > 0. From Lemma A.1 in Appendix A, there exists a function 
rl E Cm(( - co, 01) such that 
q>O, rj’>O, lim n(t)=0 (2.4) I-4 -cc 
0 < lim sup p(t)/q(t) < +cc 
f--r -cc (2.5) 
lim e-“‘?(t)= +co, for any E > 0, (2.6) 
I-r -m 
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(rt’lrl)‘, Wlrt)’ E L’U - cQ>O)) 
lim $(t)/rj(t)= lim q”(t)/rj(t)=O. 
I--r -a3 t--1 -co 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
If we define w(t, 6) = u(t, 13)/q(t), then 
= q-‘w Iw14-‘. rt (2.9) 
From the Lp and Schauder estimates for linear elliptic equations with 
bounded coefficients, we deduce that w(t, . ), ~~(t, .), w,(t, .), wJt, . ), 
w,dt, . ), wdf, . ), w,,,(t, .I, w,,,df, .I, wtee(t, .I, w,dt, . ) remain bounded in 
C6(S’) for some 8~ (0, 1) as t varies over (-co, 01. Using (2.7) and (2.8), 
and arguing as in Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4, one easily finds that wI(t, .) and 
w,,(t, .) tend to 0 in the C”(S1)-topology as t tends to -co. So if we define 
the “a-limit set” r- (U’) of the “orbit” %” = ( w(t, . ); t < 0) as 
r-(W) = fi closure { W(T, .); r G t}, 
fC0 
(2.10) 
where the closure is with respect o the topology of C2(S I), then f-(W) is 
a nonempty compact connected subset of 
Ker (“2/de’+(-&r) 
= ~Ec’(sl);~+(-+o}. 
{ 
Moreover, in view of (2.5), there exists some nonzero element $ E r-(W). 
In the case where 2/(q - 1) is not an integer, we get a contradiction since 
d2t,b/d02 + (2/(q- 1))21c/ =0 has no nonzero solutions on S’. Hereafter, we 
assume that k* = 2/(q - 1) is an integer. Recall that 
f-(W)C (8+Asin(k*8+cp); AER, YES’}. 
From (2.5) there exist A* #O and cp~S’ such that the function 
0 + A* sin(k*8 + cp) belongs to r-(W). Using the same argument as in 
Lemma 1.6 and rotating the coordinate axes if necessary, without loss of 
generality we can assume that 
(2.11) 
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f(f) = Js, o(r, 0) sin k*B de, (2.12) 
F(t)= Js, Iuly-’ u(t, 0) sin k*0 de. (2.13) 
Write +(tI) = sin k*8, and for each positive constant 6, define 
z,= {edi; dist(8, +-l(o))<s}. (2.14) 
Now fix a number 6 E (0, n/6k*) and note that d$/de does not vanish for 
eEz3S. In view of the fact that A*$EZ-(%?‘) and applying the same 
argument as in Lemma 1.6(iii)(iv) to w, we see that there exists t* ~0 such 
that 
wo,e) w) =-& u(t,e) w) > 0 ( > 
for any t<t*, t?ES’\Z,, and 
w,(t, e) 9 de (e) (=h ~~(6 0) $$ (8)) > 0 (2.16) 
for any t < t*, 8 E I,,. From (2.15) and (2.16), it follows that 
I ~0, e) w de > j ~0, e) ti(e) de (2.17) ha\ Ia Is 
for any t < t*. Thus, in view of (2.15) and (2.17), we have 
f(t)>0 (2.18) 
for any t < t*. In a similar way, we also have 
F(t)>0 (2.19) 
for any t < t*. Multiplying the equation (1.5) by sin k*e and integrating it 
over S’ yield 
2 
F(t)>0 
for any t < t*. It follows that f’ -f is strictly increasing in (-co, t*). 
Because lim ,+ --a,f(f)=liml, -,f’(t)=O, we get 
f’(t)-f(t)>0 (2.21) 
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for any t < t*. Consequently f satisfies 
O<f(t)<e’-‘*f(t*), (2.22) 
for any t c t*. Hence 
lim sup f(t) < lim sup e-“‘f(t) = o 
I- --m q(t) ’ lim inf e-“‘q(t) 
(2.23) 
for any EE(O, 1). In view of (2.11), we find that (2.23) implies 
r-(W)=(O), h’ h w ic contradicts (2.5). This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.1’ there exists some 
constant M> 0 such that 
(2.24) 
for any t < 0. 
Proof: Consider the Fourier series of u and Iul q-1 u: 
u(t, 0) = (27rm112 “Fz a,(t) eine, 
)ulq-’ u(t, 0) = (27~-‘/~ C A,(t) eine. 
nsz 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
By Lemma 2.1, w(t, 0) = e-&‘u(t, 0) is bounded on ( - co, 0] x S’ where E is 
some positive constant. Since w satisfies the elliptic equation 
= e(4- 1)&r w lw14- I, (2.27) 
a standard theory of a priori estimates hows that w and its derivatives up 
to the third order remain bounded on (-co, 0] x S’ (cf. Lemma 1.2); or, 
equivalently, 
Ile-E’u(t, @II cq-co,o]xs’)< +a* (2.28) 
It follows that there exists a constant M, > 0 such that 
2 ( n6 + 1) jan( < Mle2” 
2 ( 
n2 + 1) IAn( <M1e2qE’ 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
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for any t ~0. From (1.5), a,(t) is a solution of the ordinary differential 
equation 
*(“..-““)+((~)*-+.=A.. (2.31) 
Integration of (2.31) gives 
so(t) = u,(O) 
( > 
1 - f e”2 + ah(O) te’l2 
-(z$)’ e’12 jto (t -s) e-“* A,(s) ds, 
%(f) = 2ntq1- 1) a,(0){(2+n(q- l))e(2-n(9-1))‘/4 
-(2-n(q-1))e’*+“‘9-‘))1/4} 
2 
+- 4(OHe (2+n(9--1))!/4 
a- 1) 
me(*-nk--l))r/4 
1 
(2.32) 
+q-1 - e(*-n(9--1))t/4 
8n 
,-(2-n(9- l)b/4/4&) ds 
4-l (2+n(q--l))t/4 
-8ne 
e-(*+n(9--I))d4A,(S) ds (2.33) 
for 1~ InI <k,that is, for 1 < InI < 2/(q- l)-and 
q-1 a,(t) = a,(()) eC2 + InI (9- ‘))‘I4 -- e (2+bl(9--1))V4 
8 InI 
. 
I 
,’ {e- (*+Inl(9--l))s/4-,- (2- Inl(9- m/4} A,(S) h 
q-1 
-- {e 
(2-lnl(9-l))V4 
8 I4 
_ ,c2+ lnl(9- l))U4 1 
I 
e-‘*-l”“9-1))S/4A,(S)ds (2.34) 
-02 
for InI ak,+ 1, that is, for InI 2 2/(q- 1). 
If we choose p = (q + 1)/2, then from (2.30)-(2.34) one can easily obtain 
the estimates 
lu,(t)l < M2eS’+ M2e’pP’ (2.35) 
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for InI <k,, and 
la,(t)1 GM2 la,(O)1 e8’+M2(n2+ 1)-3’2 {eSp’+ea’} (2.36) 
for InI > k, + 1, where M, is a positive constant. It follows that there exists 
a constant M, > 0 such that 
{ II46 .)I1 ffl(S1)12 = c (n2 + 1) l%W12 
nsh 
< M, ezSr + M, elepr (2.37) 
which implies 
Ilv(t, *)II c~(s~) < M,(eS’ + eEp’), (2.38) 
where M, is a positive constant. If .sp > /?, then (2.38) implies (2.24) and the 
lemma is proved. Otherwise we repeat the above procedure with E in (2.28) 
replaced by cp, and after a finite number of similar steps we shall reach an 
integer m such that 8~” 2 /I, and obtain the estimate (2.38) with cp replaced 
by 6~“‘. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 2.1’. We define 
w(t, 0) = e-%(t, t9), (2.39) 
then from the above lemma, w is bounded in ( - co, 0] x S1 and satisfies 
( > & 2 (w-ko(4-- W%~ +k++wee 
=e(4-1M~W Iw19--1. (2.40) 
Again the standard Lp and Schauder estimates imply that all the 
derivatives of w up to the third order are bounded in (-co, 0] x S’. Thus 
the “a-limit set” r-(U’) of the “orbit” S” = { w(t, .); t < 0} is a nonempty 
compact connected subset of C2(S’). By integration by parts as in the 
proof of Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4, it can be easily shown that w,(t, .) and 
w,,( t, .) converge to 0 uniformly on S ’ as t + -co. So we see that 
P(W)c (8+A sin(k,tI+cp); AER, qES’}. (2.41) 
Therefore, in order to prove the convergence of w( t, . ), it sulIk.es to prove 
that the two Fourier coefficients 
a,,,(t) = (272)-lj2 S,, ~(t, e) e*ikoe de 
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tend to a limit as t + co. But they satisfy 
(2.42) 
where F is bounded in (-co, 01. Integrating (2.42), we have 
f’(t) = O(eE’) (2.43) 
as t --+ -co, where E is some positive constant. It follows that f’(t) is 
integrable on (-co, 0), hence f(t) admits a finite limit as t + -co. The 
proof of Proposition 2.1’ is thus completed. 
The following proposition can be proved in a way quite similar to that of 
Lemma 2.2. The details are omitted. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Assume q > 1 and that lim,,, lxlk u(x) = 0 for some 
integer k E [ 1, k,]. 
(i) If k> 2, then there exist AE Iw and cp E S’ such that rk-‘u(r, 0) 
tends to A sin((k- l)B+cp) in the C2(S1)-topology us r-+0. 
(ii) If k = 1, then there exists y E Iw such that u(x)/Log( l/ 1x1) tends to 
y as x tends to 0. Moreover, if y = 0, then u can be extended to a C2 solution 
of (0.1) in Q. 
Theorem 2.1 is an immediate consequence of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. 
Remark 2.1. Part (ii) of Proposition 2.2 has been known for more 
general equations of the form 
Au=g(u) (2.44) 
in Q\ (0) c W2\ {0}, where g is any nondecreasing function [17, 181. 
Remark 2.2. A higher dimensional analogue of Proposition 2.2 can 
easily be obtained by simply replacing the Fourier series by series of 
spherical harmonics and the limiting functions of the form A sin(k0 + cp) by 
the spherical harmonics of order k (k > N- 2), namely the solutions of 
A,w+k(k-iV+2)w=O (2.45) 
on SN-i, where N is the space dimension and As is the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator on S N- ’ It is also straightforward to extend Proposition 2.1 to . 
higher dimensional cases, if 2/(q - 1) is not an integer. In the case when 
2/(q - 1) is an integer, the situation is more delicate and we do not know 
whether an analogue of Proposition 2.1 holds or not, since we do not have 
a higher dimensional counterpart of Lemma 1.6, which is essential in the 
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proof of Proposition 2.1-notably that of Lemma 2.1-when 2/(q - 1) is an 
integer. 
Remark 2.3. In the case where 1 <q < 2 and 1x1 U(X) is bounded near 
the origin, it can be shown that u is decomposed as 
u(r, 0) = r-‘A sin(8 + cp) + B Log( l/r) + h(r, f3), (2.46) 
where A E IX, BE R, and cp E S ’ are constants, and h is continuous in 52. 
Moreover u satisfies 
Au-2.4 lulq-‘= 2nA(6, sin cp + 6, cos cp) - 27rB6 (2.47) 
in the sense of distributions, where 6 denotes Dirac’s 6 function. 
Finally, in the next proposition we prove in a constructive way that all of 
the type of weak singularities characterized in Theorem 2.1 truly exist. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Assume 1 < q < 3 and let k be an integer such that 
1 <k< k,. Then for any given constants AE Iw and cp~S’, there exists 
UE C3(&\ (0)) such that 
du=u lzq--1 in B,\ {O), (2.48a) 
lim r’%(r, 0) = A sin(k0 + cp) in C3(S’). (2.48b) 
r-0 
Proof: Since the equation (0.1) is equivariant with respect to the 
rotation and the resealing (1.2), we can assume rp = 0 and A = 1, without 
loss of generality. For 0 < E c 1, let u, be the unique C3(B, \ B,) n 
C’(i?,\B,) solution of 
Au, = u, )up in B,\B,, (2.49a) 
z&=0 on aB,, (2.49b) 
u,(E, e) = E-~ sin kfI for e E s 1. (2.49~) 
The standard super-subsolution argument ensures the existence of a 
solution to (2.49), and the maximum principle, together with the fact that 
u IuI q-1 is monotone increasing, implies the uniqueness of the solution. 
Define 
Zm={(r,8);O<r<1,mn/k<tI<(m+l)n/k), 
c;=zm\Be, 
for m = 0, 1, . . . . 2k- 1 and O<EC 1. 
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As the functions -u,(r, (2mrc/k) - 0) (m = 0, 1, . . . . 2k - 1) are easily seen 
to satisfy (2.49) the uniqueness of the solution to (2.49) implies that U, 
vanishes on aZ~\aB,. And it follows from the maximum principle that U, 
does not change sign on each Z;, m = 0, 1, . . . . 2k - 1. Comparing U, with 
I ~ k sin k0, which is a harmonic function having the same sign as u, in each 
Cr, m = 0, 1, . . . . 2k - 1, we easily get 
lu,(r, e)l < rek lsin k0( (2.50) 
for (r, 0) E B, \ B,. In particular, for any fixed 0 < s0 < 1, the family 
be~o<e<eo remains bounded in B,\B,. Hence, by the Lp and Schauder 
estimates and Ascoli-Arzelb’s theorem, {u,}~..~,~ is relatively compact in 
the Ck,(B,\B,)-topology. Considering this and the fact that U, is 
monotone in E on each angular sector Z; (which follows easily from 
(2.50)), and recalling that .sO is arbitrary, we see that u, converges to some 
UEC~*~(B~\{O}) (0<6<1) as E +O in the C:,,(B,\ (O})-topology. It is 
clear that u satisfies 
Au= 24 1241*-’ in B,\ {O), 
u=o on aB,. 
We shall now prove that 
lim rku(r, e) = sin k0 
r-0 
(2.51a) 
(2.51b) 
(2.52) 
in C’(S’). By virtue of an a priori estimate similar to the one we have used 
in (2.40), it suffices 
CO(S’). 
Let us define 
to show that (2.52) takes place in the topology of 
6=2-k(q-l)>O, 
and define a function u(r, 6) in B,\ (0) by 
u(r, e) = rdk( 1 - ar’) sin k& 
It is easily seen that 
(2.53) 
(-1)” (du-r-k’*-%}>0 in Za, (2.54a) 
(-l)“u<(-l)“U, on aq (2.54b) 
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On the other hand, from (2.49a) and (2.50), it follows that 
(-l)m{du,-r-k(4--1)U,}~0 in Cr. (2.55) 
Combining (2.54) and (2.55), and applying the maximum principle, we find 
that 
lu,(r, WI 2 MC WI (2.56) 
for (r, O)EB~\B,. Letting E + 0 in (2.50) and (2.56), we get 
Irku(r, 19) -sin Ml < a# in B,\ (0) (2.57) 
which implies (2.52). The proof of the proposition is completed. 
Remark 2.4. The solution u constructed above is a symmetry breaking 
singular solution of (0.1). When q > 3 it is proved in [21] that no 
symmetry breaking global singular solutions exist. 
3. EXTERIOR PROBLEM 
This section will be devoted to the construction of a semiflow associated 
with the exterior problem of the equation (O.l), and to the study of the 
asymptotic behavior near x = co of solutions of the exterior problem. The 
main results of this section are Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, as presented in the 
Introduction. These are analogues of Theorems 1.1 and 2.1. Although 
Theorem 3.2 can be proved in quite the same manner as Theorem 1.1, 
the proof of Theorem 3.2 will require a more delicate analysis of Fourier 
coefftcients than its counterpart Theorem 2.1. Some of the results in this 
section will be used in the next section. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For any II/ E C”( S ’ ) there exists a unique 
UEC~([W*\B,)~C*(IW*\~~) such that 
-Llu+u lul4-‘=O in W\BI, (3.la) 
U=$ on S’=aB,. (3.lb) 
Moreover u belongs to C3(W2\B,) and satisfies 
lu(x)l <c*(lxl - 1)-*/+-f) in R*\B,, (3.2) 
where C* is the constant hat appears in Lemma 1.1 and is independent of $. 
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Proof: Existence. For n 2 1, let U, be the unique classical solution of 
--du,+u, IL4,19-‘=o in 52, = { 1 < 1x1 < 2”}, (3.3a) 
un = II/ on s’, (3.3b) 
u, = 0 on f,= {[xl =2”}. (3.3c) 
Since IuI 4- ’ > 0, we have, by the maximum principle, )Iu,)I c~(n,) = 
1111/11 c~(sl). Similarly, by the maximum principle and the fact that u Iu14-’ is 
monotone increasing in U, 11 U, - u,II c~(n,) = /[u~II c~crn) for 1~ n < m. From 
Lemma 1.1, 
ll%ll @(I-“) <C*{min(2”-1,2”-2”)}-2/(9-11). 
Thus, U, converges locally uniformly on R’\B, to a function 
UE C”(R2\B,) satisfying u I sl = $. Furthermore, by the Lp and Schauder 
estimates, u belongs to C3( R2 \ B,) and satisfies Eq. (3.1). Moreover it is 
clear from Lemma 1.1 that u satisfies (3.2). 
Uniqueness. Inequality (3.2) implies that all solutions to (3.1) tend to 0 
as 1x1 + +co. If u and ii are two solutions to (3.1), then w= u-ii satisfies 
-dw+b(x)w=O in R’\B,, (3.4a) 
w=o on S’, (3.4b) 
lim w(x) = 0, (3.4c) 
Ix1 + +a0 
where b(x) is a positive continuous function on R2\B,. By the maximum 
principle, w = 0. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
As in the previous sections, we let 
u(t, 0) = r 2’(9 - “u( r, 0), t = Log(r4’(9- I’). (3.5) 
It is easily seen from the estimate (3.2) and the continuity of u up to the 
boundary S’ = 8B, that the function u is bounded on [0, +oo) x S’. 
Moreover 
( > & 2(u*t-uJ+(&)2U+uee 
= u lul9--1 for t>O, YES’, (3.6a) 
u(O, .I = ICI(.). (3.6b) 
In terms of the elliptic boundary value problem (3.6), Proposition 3.1 can 
be interpreted as follows: For any + E C’(S’), there exists a unique 
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UEC’(S’X [0, co))nC*(S'x(O, co)) that satisfies (3.6); moreover u 
belongs to C3(S’ x (0, co)) n Lm(S' x (0, DC))). For each t 20, let us define 
a map @,: C’(S’) + C’(S’) by 
[@,+I(.) = 44 .; +I (ti E CO(S’))~ (3.7) 
where v(t, 8; #) is the solution of (3.6) for the particular boundary data ti 
in (3.6b). Then we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. { @,}, > o is a semijlow on C’(S’), that is, 
(i) Q. = Id (identity map); 
(ii) @l+s= @I . @,, for any s, t 2 0; 
(iii) the correspondence (t, t,b) + @,$ defines a continuous map from 
[0, co) x CO(S’) into CO(S’). 
Proof: (i) is obvious. (ii) is the consequence of the fact that Eq. (3.6) is 
autonomous with respect o t. For the proof of (iii), we first remark that if 
u and ii are solutions of (3.1) with boundary data + and 5, respectively, 
then (3.4a), (3.4c), and the maximum principle imply that [I+ - $11 c0tslJ = 
IIU - fill CO(R’\B,)’ This implies that 
lIQi,~-~~~ll~0~~~~~e2r’~q~‘~ II~-iJIIc~~s~~ (3.8) 
for any I+?, 3 E C”(S1) and t > 0. 
Take a sequence ((t,, tin)} c [0,+00)x C”(S1) such that t,+ to and 
tin + II/ in C’(S’). By the above estimate (3.8) 
G Il@r.J/n - @r&O(~‘) + ll@,,$ - @,0~ll~0(~1) 
<e2tnl(q-11)e IIij,-$II CO(S’) + ll@t.11/ - @to~llco~s~,. (3.9) 
As @,$ is the classical solution to (3.6), we have @J,~+ @,,$ in the 
CO(S’)-topology. It follows that @,.+, + @‘,$ in C’(S’). This proves the 
continuity of the map (1, $) + @,+ and completes the proof of the 
proposition. 
Proposition 3.2 shows that solutions of the exterior problem (3.1)---or, 
more precisely, global solutions of (3.6)--tan be regarded as orbits of an 
infinite-dimensional semiflow {a,}, a o. We may therefore discuss the 
behavior of solutions of (3.1) in the framework of the theory of dynamical 
systems. The advantage of such an approach in the study of the equation 
(0.1) will become particularly clear in the next section, where we shall 
make use of a theorem of Matano [14] concerning heteroclinic orbits in 
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strongly order-preserving semiflows, in order to prove the existence of 
various different types of global singular solutions. 
Remark 3.1. When we define the semiflow @ out of the elliptic problem 
(3.6), we are imposing on (3.6) an implicit additional condition that u 
exists globally on [0, cc ) x S ‘. If we drop this global existence requirement 
and instead replace (3.6b) by standard initial conditions of the form 
~(0, .)=$,, (au/at)(O, .)=rjz, then the problem would no longer be well- 
posed and therefore would not define a semiflow in any standard function 
spaces including C “( S ’ ) x C ‘( S ’ ). 
Now we turn to Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, which can be interpreted as 
classification of the asymptotic behavior of orbits of the above semiflow @. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is an obvious analogy of that of Theorem 1.1. 
We list the lemmas needed in its proof and omit the details. 
Let G be the complement of a compact subset of R2. By using a resealing 
as in (1.2) we may assume without loss of generality that G 2 { 1x1 2 1 }. In 
what follows u will be an arbitrarily fixed solution of (0.1) in G and u(t, 0) 
will be as in (3.5). 
LEMMA 3.1. There exists 6 E (0, 1) such that o(t, .), u,(t, .), u,(t, .), 
u,,(C . ), u,dC * 1, hdt, . ), urrt(t, . ), U,,O(& . ), ~,d~, .I, bd4 . ) all remain 
bounded in C6(S’) as t varies over [0, +a~). 
LEMMA 3.2. The functions u,( t, .) and u,,( t, .) tend to 0 in the C’(S’)- 
topology as t tends to + co. 
We define the o-limit set r+(9) of the positive semi-orbit %‘= { GtII/; 
ta0) = (u(t,+ ~0) by 
T+(V) = n closure { @&; T 2 t}, 
120 
(3.10) 
where the closure is with respect to the topology of C2(S’). From the 
above lemmas it is clear that r+(V) is a nonempty compact connected 
subset of &‘c C3+6(S1) (cC2(S’)), where 8 is as in (1.7). Observe that 8 
coincides with the set of all equilibrium points of @. 
LEMMA 3.3. T+(g) either coincides with one of I+, 6-, and Jo, or is 
contained in 8 for some integer k E [ 1, k,]. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let w be an element of r’(V). 
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(i) Zf ~‘(0,) ~0 (resp. ~0) at some point qO~ S’, then there exists 
t* 2 0 such that 
hl(t, 0) 2 0 (resp. < 0) (3.11) 
for any t 2 t*. 
(ii) Zf ~(0,) >O (resp. ~0) at some point &,E S’, then there exists 
t* > 0 such that 
v(t, e,) 2 0 (resp. < 0) (3.12) 
for any t > t*. 
(iii) If o’(0) >O (resp. ~0) for 0E [q,, 0,] c S’, then there exists 
t* 2 0 such that 
dt, 0) > 0 (resp. < 0) (3.13) 
for any t 2 t*, eE (e,, e,). 
(iv) If o(q) >O (resp. ~0) for OE [&,, 0,] c S’, then there exists 
t* > 0 such that 
u(t, e) > 0 
for any t 2 t*, eE (e,, e,). 
(resp. < 0) (3.14) 
Theorem 3.1 is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 (see 
the proof of Theorem 1.1). 
Next we present the following two propositions, from which the 
conclusions of Theorem 3.2 will follow immediately: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 hold. 
(i) If there exists E > 0 such that 
;;Iyjl~ IX12’(q--1)+E* lu(x)l < +m, (3.15) 
then there exist constants A E R and cp E S’ such that 
lim r’%(r, 0) = A sin@, 8 + cp) (3.16) 
I- +a3 
in the C2(S ‘)-topology, where kl is the smallest integer larger than 2/(q - 1). 
(ii) If there exists an integer k > k, such that 
lim rku(r, e) = 0, (3.17) 
r- +m 
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then there exist constants A E R and cp E S’ such that 
lim rk+‘u(r, 0) = A sin[(k + l)e + cp] (3.18) 
r- +m 
in the C 2( S ’ )-topology. 
(iii) Zf 2/(q- 1) is not an integer, then the condition lim,,, _ +ao 
I4 2’(q-‘)u(x) = 0 implies (3.15). 
(iv) Zf (3.17) holdsfor any integer k, then u=O. 
Proof. (i), (ii), (iii) can be proved in the same manner as that found in 
the proof of Proposition 2.1. We shall not enter into the details and refer 
the readers to Section 2. 
For the proof of (iv), we perform the inversion x + y = [xl-’ x and set 
w(y) = u(x). Then the function w satisfies 
dw= Iyl-4 w lwlq--1 (3.19) 
in some neighborhood of the origin 0 (except at the origin) and 
;yo IYIrkw(Y)=O (3.20) 
for any integer k. If we write h(y) = ( yl-’ I w( y)lq- ‘, then h is bounded 
near the origin 0. Applying the unique continuation theorem of Aronszajn 
[ 1 ] to the equation 
dw-h(y)w=O, (3.21) 
we deduce w ~0, hence u=O. The proof of Proposition 3.3 is thus 
completed. 
The remaining part of the section will be devoted to the proof of 
PROPOSITION 3.4. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, assume 
that 2/(q - 1) = k* is an integer and that for any E > 0 
py~ I4 k’ +& lu(x)l = +co. (3.22) 
Then there exists a constant cp E S’ such that 
lim rk*(Log r)k*‘2 u(r, 0) = (k*C-1’2)k* sin(k*8 + cp) (3.23) 
r- +a0 
in the C’(S’)-topology, where C is as in (0.10). 
As a preliminary step toward the proof of Proposition 3.4, we first prove 
the following: 
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LEMMA 3.5. Let f(t) E C2(t0, m) be positive and satisfy 
f”-(1+t~‘a)f’+t~‘(a,+t-1~)f-t-1a2f~~0 (resp. < 0) (3.24) 
for t > t,, where a, j?, a,, and a2 are positive constants. If t-*e-‘f’(t) tends 
to 0 as t+ +a~, then 
lim sup f(t)< (a,/~,)~‘(~-‘) 
t-cc 
(3.25) 
(resp. 
liminff(t)~(al/a2)1~~4-11). (3.26) 
t+cc 
Proof. Supposing that there exists E > 0 such that 
limrzp f(t)> ((a, +~)/a~}~‘(~-~~, (3.27) 
we shall derive a contradiction. 
Since f(t) satisfies the differential inequality (3.24), it can be easily seen 
that if t>/?/s and f(t)~{(a,+&)/a2}1’(q-1), then 
f”(2)-(1 +t-la)f’(f)>O. (3.28) 
In view of this, we obtain the following inequality from (3.27): 
f(t) > {(a, + &)/u*}“(4--1) (3.29) 
for t >, T, where T> B/E is sufficiently large. Indeed, if f (1,) < 
{(a1 +4/a*> ‘ltq- ‘) for some t, > #I/E, we choose 
T=sup{t~t,;~~~~x~,f(s)~{(a,+~)/u~}~’~~-’~}. 
Inequality (3.27) ensures T< co and f(T) = {(a, + ~)/a*} l/(q-‘). Then by 
(3.28) combined with the maximum principle, we have (3.29). 
Inequality (3.29) implies that (3.28) holds for any t E [T, co). In other 
words, t-“e-‘f’(t) is monotone increasing on [T, co). From the condition 
that t-‘e-‘f’(t) --, 0 as t + +co, it follows that f’(t) is nonpositive on 
CT, co). But on the other hand, integrating (3.24) on CT, t] gives 
f’(r)af’(T)+(l+ T-‘a){f(t)-f(T)} 
I 
I 
+ {(a, +E)/a*}l’(q-l) o-l(&-o-lfi)do, 
T 
which implies f’(t) + +co as t + + co. This contradiction proves the 
lemma. 
580/83/l-6 
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Returning to Proposition 3.4, we make a change of variables as (3.5) and 
consider the function v. 
LEMMA 3.6. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.4 we have 
limsup t”(4-‘) IIa(t, .)llco(~l)< +co. 
,-‘72 (3.30) 
Proof: Assume the contrary of (3.30). Define 
p(t) = Ilv(t, . III CO(Sl). (3.31) 
Then 
lim sup t ‘l(q-‘If)(t) = +a, 
r-m 
(3.32) 
lim p(t) =O. (3.33) 
r-cc 
By Lemma A.2 in Appendix A, one can construct a function 
q E Cm( [O, co)) such that 
q>O, q’c0, lim q(t)=0 (3.34) 
t-m 
0 < lim sup p(t)/fj(t) c cc 
t-00 
(3.35) 
lim t11(4-‘)tf(t) = 00 (3.36) 
,-CC 
Wltl)‘, (V/v) E L’((O9 a)) (3.37) 
lim q’( t)/rj( t) = lim q”( t)/ff( t) = 0. (3.38) 
1-m t-a, 
As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, the semi-orbit W = { v( t, . )/q(t); t 2 0} is 
relatively compact in C2(S’), and its o-limit set r+(W) is a compact 
connected set in C2(S1) A Ker(d2/de2 + k*2) containing a nonzero element. 
By Lemma 3.4, without loss of generality we can assume 
r+(W) = (0 + A sin k*tl; A E [a*, A*]}, (3.39) 
where A* > 0, a* E [0, A*] are constants. 
Fix a constant 6 E (0, rr/18k*). From Lemma 3.4, there exists t* 2 0 such 
that 
v( t, 0) sin k*B > 0 (3.40) 
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for any t >, t*, 9 E S’\Z,, and that 
4dt> *I de -5 (sin k*8) > 0 (3.41) 
for any tat*, 8EZ95, where la is defined as in (2.14). Consequently, 
h(t) = js, u(t, 0) sin k*8 de > 0, (3.42) 
(3.43) 
for any t > t*. Moreover, from (3.40) and (3.41), it follows that 
Z-Z(t) > Isliha Iulq-’ u(t, 0) sin k*tI dtJ 
= 
I 
lu(t, O)lq lsin k*Q de, 
S’\ha 
and 
h(t)<2 j- u( t, 0) sin k*0 d0 
S’\b 
w? 
Iu(t, @I’. Isin k*Q dt3 . 
4 > 
(4 - 1)/q 
Isin k*W de 9 s,,,,a 
for any t 2 t*. Thus, 
for any t 2 t*, where M is a positive constant. 
Let 
f(t) = t’lcq- “h(t). 
(3.44) 
(3.45) 
It is easily seen that 
f”-(l+t-‘k*)f’+t-‘{k*/2+t-‘k*(k*+2)/4)f 
=(4k*2t)-1 h(t)-q.H(t)f‘Q(4k*2t)-1 ~.fq (3.46) 
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for t B t*. Since lim, _ ocI h(t) = lim, _ o. h’(t) = 0, we have lim, _ oc e-&‘f’( t) 
= 0 for any E > 0. Thus we can apply Lemma 3.5 and obtain 
lim supf(r) < co. 
I-+rn 
(3.47) 
It follows that 
A* =lim+zp h(t)/q(t) 
~limsupf(t)/liminf{t”‘4-1+j(f)) =O. 
t--too ,-CC 
This is impossible since A * > 0. The proof of Lemma 3.6 is thus completed. 
We now consider the function 
w(t, e) = t”(--l)u(t, e) (3.48) 
for t 2 t,, 8 E S’, where t, is a positive constant. By Lemma 3.6, w is boun- 
ded in [t,, 00) x S1 and satisfies 
4k** W,,-(l+t-ik*)w,+t-i 
[ i 
y+t-1 y (y+gw] 
+w,,+k*2w-t-’ lw19-‘w=O. (3.49) 
The previous argument implies that the orbit %?’ = { w(t, .); t 2 to} is 
relatively compact in C’(S’), and that its o-limit set r+(%?‘) is a nonempty 
compact connected set in C2(S’) n Ker(d2/de2 + k*2). Using Lemma 3.5, 
without loss of generality, we may assume that 
r+(W) = (0 + A sin k*8; A iz [a*, A*]}, (3.50) 
where A* 2 a* > 0 are constants. 
Set 
f(t) = Js, W( t, e) sin k*8 dfl, (3.51) 
F~(r)=l~, /w[~-’ w(t, Qsink*ed& (3.52) 
Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 (or that of Lemma 3.6), we can 
apply Lemma 3.4 to obtain 
f(t) > 03 F(t)>0 (3.53) 
for sufficiently large t. Moreover the following estimate holds: 
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LEMMA 3.7. There exists a constant A4 > 0 such that for any E > 0, there 
exists T(E) > 0 such that 
F(t) < MS(t)4 + Ef(t) (3.54) 
for t > T(E). 
Proof: First we note that 
s 
4 
IIc/Iq-’ $(tl) sin k*8 de $(e) sin k*tl dtJ s, 
= I lsin k*Olq+’ de l(S 
sin* k*8 de 
> 
’ = C (3.55) s, 
S’ 
for any II/EZ+(W)\{O). 
Combining (3.55) and the fact that distco(slJw(t, .), Z+(%“)) +O as 
t + cc, we see that for any fixed E >O, there exists TI(e) > 0 such that 
t2 TI(&) and IIw(t,.)IIC~(S~)>t imply 
F(t)<(C+ l)f(t)“. (3.56) 
Fix a constant 6 E (0, rr/l8k*). As we have seen in the proof of Lemma 3.6, 
there exists T,(6) > 0 such that 
u(t, e) sin k*8 > 0 
for any ta T,(6) and eES’\Z,, and that 
(3.57) 
o,(t, 0) G (sin k*8) > 0 (3.58) 
for any t 2 T,(6), 8 EZgg, where la is as defmed in (2.14). Now we claim 
that 
F(t),<(C+l)f(t)q+2&q--f(t) (3.59) 
for any t > T(E) =max(Ti(s), T*(8)). In fact, in the case where 
IIw(t, .)llc~(sl) as, (3.59) is an obvious consequence of (3.56). In the case 
where IIw(t, .)l(c~(s~) <E, we have 
F(t)<2 s Iw(t, e)lq. lsin k*Q de 
S’\ha 
<2&q-’ I Iw(t, 0) sin k*Q dfl S’\hs 
which also implies (3.59). This completes the proof of Lemma 3.7. 
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Now we are in a situation to make the final step toward 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. We need to prove 
lim f(t) = (2k*3C-‘)k*‘2. sin’ k*8 de. 
t-a0 f 
(3.60) s, 
By (3.49), f(t) and F(t) satisfy 
f”-(l+t-‘k*)f’+t-’ f = (4k*2t)-’ I; (3.61) 
By Lemma 3.7, there exist T, > 0 and positive constants a,, a2 such that 
f’f-(l+t-‘k*)f’+t-l{a,+rl~(~+l)}f-l-’a2f’C0 (3.62) 
for any t 2 T,. Using Lemma 3.5, we obtain 
liminff(t)>O, (3.63) 
r-02 
which means that a* > 0 in (3.50). In view of this, (3.55) and the fact that 
distco(slJw(t, .), r+(V)) + 0 as t + 03, we find that 
lim F(t)/f(t)q= C/x4-‘. (3.64) 
I--tao 
Combining (3.61) and (3.64), and then applying Lemma 3.5, we see that 
(3.60) holds. The proof of Proposition 3.4 is thus completed. 
Remark 3.2. Given A E aB, cp E S’ (A # 0) and any integer k > 2/(q - l), 
one can find a solution u of (0.1) in an exterior domain such that rku(r, 0) 
ten& to A sin(k0 + rp) as r + co. To see this, let u be the solution of (3.1) 
with boundary data e(0) = sin(k8 + cp). By the uniqueness of the solution 
to the exterior problem (3.1) and by the fact that (3.1) is equivariant with 
respect to the rotation and reflection around the origin, it can be easily 
seen that u(r, e), as a function of 8 E S I, has the same symmetry properties 
as tj(0) for each r E [l, 00) fixed. In particular, u(r, 0) =0 if $(0) =O. 
In view of this and the strong maximum principle, we see that 
u(r, 0). $(0) > 0 if +(e) #O. Applying Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we find that 
rku(r, .) tends to A,$ as r + co, where A, is some positive real number. 
Resealing the above u as in (1.2), we obtain the desired solution. 
Remark 3.3. Similarly, in the case where k* = 2/(q - 1) is an integer, let 
u be the solution of the exterior problem (3.1) with boundary data e(e) = 
B sin(k*8 + cp), where B is any positive constant. Applying Theorems 3.1 
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and 3.2, we see that u satisfies (0.9). Such a rate of decay as in (0.9) is not 
quite surprising as it comes from the superposition of two dampings-the 
linear one and the nonlinear one-the rate of which coincide for that 
specific value of q. A similar phenomenon has been observed in [20, 
Theorem 3.11 in the study of the asymptotic behavior of solutions of 
Au=u IuI~/(~-~), 
N> 2, in an exterior domain. 
(3.65) 
4. GLOBAL SINGULAR SOLUTIONS 
In this section we study global singular solutions, namely functions 
UE C2(R2\ (0)) satisfying the equation 
-Au+u lu14-‘=0 in R’\(O). (4.1) 
Our goal is to prove Theorem 4.1, which we have presented in the 
Introduction. 
By changing the variables as in (3.5), the equation (4.1) is transformed 
into 
(4.2) 
for t E R, 8 E S’. In terms of the semiflow 0 = { @t},bO introduced in the 
previous section, the problem of finding solutions u E C2(R x S’) of (4.2) is 
interpreted as that of finding entire orbits of the semiflow @, that is, finding 
curves iY: R + CO(S’) such that 
@,5(t) = u(t + s) for any talk!, ~20. (4.3) 
As is easily seen, the set 6, which we have introduced in (1.7), coincides 
with the set of all the equilibrium points of @. The main tool for the proof 
of Theorem 4.1 is a theorem due to Matano [14] concerning strongly 
order-preserving semiflows (see Proposition 4.3 below). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let 6: R + C’(S’) satisfy (4.3). Then there exist coo, 
o, E 8 such that 
lim iY(t) = oo, lim fi(t)=o, (4.4) I-+ -al I-m 
in the topology of C2(S’). o. and o, satisfy E(o,) 3 E(w,), where E is as 
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in (0.13). Furthermore, zf E(o,) = E(w,), then oO=o, and i?(t) =oO 
(te R). 
Proof The convergence (4.4) is an immediate consequence of Theorems 
1.1 and 3.1. Let u(t, 0) be the solution of (4.2) corresponding to 6. The rest 
of the proposition follows from the identity 
which is obtained by multiplying (4.2) by u, and integrating it over IF! x S’. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let X be an ordered Banach space with norm 11 ./I and 
order relation 2, and let $ = (&,},, ,, be a semiflow on X. We say that 8 
is strongly order-preserving if, given any el, tj2 E X with +r > rj2 and any 
t > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
for any wl, w2 E X satisfying I( w1 - $, II < 6, (I w2 - ti211 < 6. Here the symbol 
ti1>Ic12 stands for I(I121c/2, ICllfti2. 
DEFINITION 4.2. We introduce the following order relations in the space 
CO(S): 
+I>** implies h(e) 2 ti2W on S', (4.5a) 
*I>** implies h(e) 2 +,(e) on s’, lcll f thy (4.5b) 
*19*2 implies Icl,va > ti2(e) on 9. (4.5c) 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The semiflow @ defined by (3.7) is a strongly order- 
preserving semifrow on C’(S’) if the order structure in C’(S’) is given by 
(4.5a). 
Proof: Let 9, > ti2, that is, +,(e)> e,(e) on S’ and tiz f $2. Applying 
the strong maximum principle to (3.1), we easily find that @,JIr % @,JIZ for 
t > 0. The conclusion of the proposition follows immediately from this and 
the continuity of the map Q,: C’(S’) -+ C’(S’). 
The following proposition is fundamental: 
PROPOSITION 4.3 (Matano [14]). Let X be an ordered Banach space 
such that, for any tjl > I/I~, the order interval 
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is bounded. Let 6 be a strongly order-preserving semiflow on X, and assume 
that, for any t > 0 and any bounded set B c X, a,,(B) is relatively compact. 
Finally, let coo, orI be equilibrium points such that c+, < co, and that there 
exists no equilibrium point in the order interval [oO, oI] other than w0 and 
co1. Then there exists an entire orbit connecting co0 and w,. 
For the proof of this proposition, see [14, Theorem 81 and also 
[15, 161. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. First of all, note that X= C’(S’) and $= @ 
satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 4.3. We first consider the case (b), i.e., 
the case o, E d + u b-. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
o, EV+, that is, 
2 
co,= - 
( > 
w9- 1) 
q-l * 
Since 0, is the maximal element of d, we have either oo= o, or 
oo<w,. If w~=woo, the conclusion of the theorem is trivial, since we 
have the trivial connection C(t) E o. (which corresponds to the solution 
of the form u(r, 19)=r- 2~~q-‘)wo(B)). Suppose o,<o,. It is clear from 
w,# -0, that 
Applying Proposition 4.3, we see that there exists an entire orbit con- 
necting w. and 0,. More precisely, there exists a curve 0”: R --t C’(S’) 
satisfying (4.3) along with either one of the following conditions: 
lim C(t) = oo, 
I--r -m 
lim B(t)=w,, 
t-m 
(4.6a) 
or 
lim i!(t) = oco, lim u”(t) = oo. (4.6b) I-I --m *-*a 
By (0.15), we have E(o,)>E(w,). In view of this inequality and 
Proposition 4.1, we see that the second alternative (4.6b) does not occur. 
Thus the case (b) is proved. 
Next we consider the case (a), i.e., the case o. =O. Since the case 
o, E &‘+ u b- has been treated in the case (b), we may assume that 
o, E cl, for some integer k E [ 1, k,]. Let tJo be any zero point of o, in S ’ 
and fix it. Then o, belongs to the following subspace of C’(S’): 
x e,,,t = {+ E C”(s’); $(e + 27clk) = $(W, 
+(2e, - e) = - e(e) on sl}. 
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We introduce an order relation into X0,,, as 
+, 2 ti2 if and only if 
sin(k(8 - e,)){+,(e) - +2(6)} 2 0 on S’. (4.7) 
It is easily seen that X0,,, is positively invariant under Qi, that is, 
@P,(~fLd =~fl,Jc for any r > 0. Moreover, by using the strong maximum 
principle (Hopf boundary lemma), it is not difficult to check that the 
restriction of @ onto the subspace XOO,k is strongly order-preserving with 
respect to the new order structure (4.7) and also has the compactness 
property as required in Proposition 4.3. Combining these observations and 
that fact that we have either w0 G o, or o,, 2 o, with respect o the order 
relation (4.7), and applying Proposition 4.3, we see that o0 and w, can be 
connected by an entire orbit that lies in X0,,,. Thus the case (a) is proved. 
The case (c) can be treated quite similarly. In fact, if 8,-, is one of the 
common zeroes of o,, and o, , then both o0 and o, belong to X0,+ since 
k is a multiple of k’. The rest of the proof is almost the same as that in the 
case (a). This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
APPENDIX A 
We shall construct the auxiliary functions used in the proofs of 
Theorems 2.1 and 3.2. 
First we are concerned with the function used in the proof of Theorem 
2.1. More precisely, we prove that for any p E C”(( - co, 01) satisfying (2.2) 
and (2.3), there exists a function n E Cco(( - 00, 01) satisfying (2.4~(2.8). 
To prove this, let us define 
fYt)=Logd-t), H(t) = Log rj( - t). (A.1) 
Then the existence of such a function rl as above is an immediate 
consequence of the following: 
LEMMA A.l. Suppose PE C’([O, co)) satisfy 
lim P(f)= -00, 
t-m 64.2) 
lim sup{ P(t) + it} = co 
,-CC 64.3) 
for any E > 0. Then there exists a function HE Cm( [0, co)) such that 
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-oo<limsup{P(t)-H(t)} <co, 
r-m 64.4) 
H’<O, lim H(t)= -co, (A.9 t-+cc 
lim H’(t) = lim H”(t) = 0, (A-6) ,-CC ,-CC 
H”, H”’ E L’((0, co)), (A.7) 
lim {H(t)+et} = 00 for any ~3 >0. 64.8) *-Pa0 
Proof. Step 1. Reduction of the problem to the case where P is 
piecewise linear. For an arbitrary PE C”( [0, co)) satisfying (A.2) and (A.3), 
one can easily find a piecewise linear function Q E C”( [0, co)) such that 
lim sup IP(t) - Q(t)! < 00. 
,-Co (A-9) 
Clearly Q also satisfies (A.2) and (A.3), namely 
lim Q(t)= -co, (A.lO) 
t-00 
limsup{Q(t)+st}=cc 
t-00 
(A.ll) 
for any E > 0. If we can construct a function HE Coo( [0, co)) satisfying 
(A.5)-(A.8) and 
-co<lim+stp{Q(t)-H(t)}<co, (A.12) 
then the same H will satisfy all the required conditions (A.4b(A.8). The 
above argument shows that we may assume without loss of generally that 
P is piecewise linear. 
Step 2. Construction of a piecewise linear function AC C”( [0, co)) as an 
approximation of the desired function H. In what follows PE C”( [0, 03)) 
will be a piecewise linear function satisfying (A.2) and (A.3). Let 
M = SUP~>,~ P(t) + 1. We first choose a sufficiently small E: > 0 such that 
P(t) < --E:t + M for any t E [0,4]. From the condition (A.3), there exists 
some r > 4 such that P(T) = --E:T + M. Let 
t:=min{t>4; P(t)= --E:t+M}, 
t, =max(t> tl*; P(t)>P(s) for any sa tf}. 
Now we deline 
A(t)= --E,t+M 
(A.13) 
(A.14) 
(A.15) 
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for CE [0, t,], where 
El = w-Wd)lf,. (A.16) 
It is clear that 
m ’ P(t) for t E [0, ti), (A.17) 
A(t,)=P(t,). (A.18) 
Next, by the piecewise linearity of P and the definition oft, in (A.14), we 
can choose a sufficiently small E:E(O, E,) such that P(t)< -e:(t--t,)+ 
P(tl) for any t E (t, , t, + 41. By the same argument as above, we can choose 
t2*, t, as 
t: = min{t > t, + 4; P(t) = --~:(t - tl) + P(t,)}, (A.19) 
t,=max{t>t:; P(t)>P(s) for any sat:}, (A.20) 
and define 
A(t) = --Ez(t - Cl) + R(t,) (A.21) 
for t E [t,, t2], where 
e= (P(t,)-P(t*)}l(t*-t,). (A.22) 
It is clear that 
OCE~CE,, (A.23) 
A(t) > P(t) for t~(f,, b), (A.24) 
l&t,) = P(f2). (A.25) 
Repeating this procedure, we obtain sequences of positive numbers 
bJ,m,l3 bJ~4~ and a monotone decreasing continuous function R 
defined on [0, co) such that 
iict, 2 P(t) for t > 0, (A.26) 
f&t)= -E,+l(t-t,,)+P(t,,) for TV CL fn+J, (A.27) 
t n+iat.+4, (A.28) 
O<E,+,-=E,, (A.29) 
for n = 1, 2, . . . . Since fi(t,) = P(t,) by (A.27), one can easily find that (A.2), 
(A.3), and (A.26)-(A.29) imply 
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lim i;(t)= -co, (A.30) 
t-m 
limsup{P(t)-R(t))=O, 
t+m 
(A.31) 
lim {B(t)+et) = co (A.32) 
,+CO 
for any E > 0. 
Step 3. Construction of H by smoothening of I?, Let G be a monotone 
decreasing C” function defined on R such that 
for x< -1, 
for x> 1. 
(A.33) 
Now we define H in the following way: 
H(~)=(E,--E,+,).G(t-f,)-&,+,(t-tn)+P(tn) (A.34) 
for TV [t,-2, t,+2], and 
H(t) = A(t) (A.35) 
for te CO, CO)\U~,~ [t -2, t,+2]. Then one finds that HEC~([O, 00)) 
and H’ < 0. Moreover, for t E [t, - 2, t, + 21, 
IfW-~~~)l <&-&+I (A.36) 
IH’(t)l <&,+I +M%--E,+1), (A.37) 
W”(t)1 + W”‘(t)1 < 2M(E, - E,+ I), (A.38) 
where M= llGllC3~C--2,23~. It is then easy to check that H is endowed with 
the properties (A.4)-(A.8). Thus the proof of Lemma A.1 is completed. 
Next we are concerned with the function used in the proof of Lemma 3.6. 
There we have used the fact that for any p E C”( [O, co)) satisfying (3.32) 
and (3.33), there exists a function q E Cm([O, co)) satisfying (3.34)-(3.38). 
For proving this, it is sufticient o show the following: 
LEMMA A.2. In addition to the hypotheses in Lemma A.l, suppose that P 
satisfies 
lim sup 
1 
1 
P(t) + - Log(t+l) =co. 
,-CC q-1 I 
(A.39) 
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Then there exists a function HE Cm( [0, 00)) satisfying (A.4)-(A.7) and 
lim H(t)+- 
I--rrn { 
1 
q-1 
Log(t+ 1) = co. 
I 
(A.40) 
Proof. We only provide the counterpart of Step 2 of the proof of 
Lemma A.l, because Steps 1 and 3 need little modification. So we assume 
that P is piecewise linear. 
Write /I, = n and F(t) = -( l/(q - 1)) Log(t + 1). For each 
define a(t) by 
a(t)=min aE [t+4, 00); F’(a)2 1 1 +F(a)-F(t) I a-t * 
Set 
8(O)=?l>aox {W),fw)+A. 
Choose a suficiently small E: > 0 such that for t E [0, a(O)], 
-&:t+&O)>F(t), 
-&:t+a(o)>P(t). 
Let s, be the positive solution of the equation 
-&I*SI+ W(0) = F(s,). 
Set 
t:=min{t>:s,; P(t)>F(t)+/&}, 
s:=max{tZzt:; P(t)2P(s) for sat:}, 
sr=max{s>O;--Et+R(O)aP(t) for tE[O,s:]}, 
t, = max{ tE: [0, s:]; -s, t + R(O) = P(t)}. 
We deiine fi in the following way: 
R(t) = -&, t + B(O) 
for t E [0, t r 1. Clearly we have 
m, 2 P(t) for tE [0, tl]. 
Moreover, since a(0) < t I G $:, we easily find that 
mJ=h)+/L 
t20, we 
(A.41) 
(A.42) 
(A.43a) 
(A.43b) 
(A.4) 
(A.45) 
(A.46) 
(A.47) 
(A.48) 
(A.49) 
(A.50) 
(A.51) 
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Next, since P is piecewise linear, we can choose E: E (0, E,) such that 
-s:(t-fl)+j;l(tl)>max{F(t), P(t)} for tE [tl, a(t,)]. 
We then define t:, ST, Q, t, in the same manner as above. Repeating these 
procedures, we get a piecewise linear function i7 defined on [0, co) such 
that 
t?(t) 2 P(t) for t 2 0, (A.52) 
R(t)= -E,+l(t-tn)+P(tn) for TV [t,-2, t,+2], (A.53) 
mnw%IbB”+1 for n = 1, 2, . . . . (A.54) 
and that 
t n+l>fn+4, (A.55) 
O<&,+l<E,. (A.56) 
Since F(t) is convex, (A.54) implies 
lim {R(t)-F(t)} = co. (A.57) 
t-00 
It is also clear that 
m”) = P(4J for n > 1, (A.58) 
lim R(r)= --co. 
r-rm (A.59) 
Smoothening fl as in Step 3 of the proof of Lemma A.l, we get the 
required C” function H. This completes the proof of Lemma A.2. 
APPENDIX B 
In this appendix we shall investigate the structure of the set 8 of 
solutions of (0.3). More generally, we shall consider the set of solutions of 
the following nonlinear eigenvalue problem (B.l) on S’ = R/27& 
2 
-g+g(o)=Iw, (B.1) 
where g E C ‘( Iw) satisfies 
d -0) = -do); 
g’ is increasing on [0, co) and vanishes only at 0; 
lim g(o)/0 = 03. 
,-a3 
(B.2) 
(B-3) 
(B-4) 
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Although the now classical paper of Chafee and Infante [S] gives sufficient 
information about problem (B. 1 ), for the completeness of the present paper 
we shall make an independent study of this problem in order to get the 
needed information about the structure of the solution set d of (B.l). 
We define G(w) = j; g(s) d S, and let h be the inverse function of the 
restriction of w --) g(w)/o to [0, cc) and 8 the set of solutions of (B.l). The 
largest integer smaller than I”* will be denoted by k(l). 
PROPOSITION B.l. If A ~0, d = (0). Zj’ ;i~ (0, 11, d = (0, h(l), -h(l)}. 
Finally, if A > 1, then d has k(l) + 3 connected components b+, b-, go, and 
tp, (1 <k <k(l)), where 
(i) b+ = {h(l)}, d- = {-h(l)}, and b”= (0); 
(ii) for each 1 < k < k(l), ~9~ is the set of all solutions to (B. 1) with 
least period 2x/k, and c!$ = (o(. + cp); cp E S ’ } for any o E c$. 
Proof: We use the standard phase-plane method. The equation (B.l) 
can be viewed as a Hamiltonian equation with the potential U(o) = 
Qo* - G(o). We note that U(w) is an even function. 
For each o! > 0, let ~(0; a) be the solution of the following initial-value 
problem of ordinary differential equations: 
2 -~+g(w)=Iw for 0~ R, 
o(0; a) = a, VW 
(B.7) 
If I GO, then U(w) is decreasing on [0, co). It follows that 0 is the 
unique bounded solution of (B.5). Thus, d= (0). 
If I > 0, then U(o) is increasing on [0, h(l)) and decreasing on 
[h(l), co). It follows that w(. ; CL) is bounded (and periodic) if and only if 
CI E [0, h(A)]. Notice that w(. ; 0) = 0 and o(. ;&h(l)) = &h(l) are constant 
solutions. For tl E (0, h(l)), the least period 0(a) of o(. ; a) is given by 
t?(ol) = 2 fa 2-‘12{ U(a) - U(o)}-‘/* dw 
--a 
= 23/* (B-8) 
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By (B.2)-(B.4), one can easily see that {G(a) - G(a<)}/a’ is strictly increas- 
ing in CLE (0, h(A)). Thus 8(a) is strictly increasing in CIE (0, h(l)). 
Moreover, a simple computation shows that 
lim 8(a) = 27tA - I/*, 
alO 
(B.9) 
lim 8(a) = co. 
=fh(l) 
(B.lO) 
In view of (B.9), (B.lO), and the fact that o(. ; a) ~8’ if and only if 
e(a) = 2x/k for some positive integer k, we can easily deduce the assertions 
in Proposition B.l. The proof of the proposition is completed. 
We can now prove the following “exclusion principle”: 
PROPOSITION B.2. Let f be a continuous even function, strictly increasing 
on [0, co). Let o and 6 be two solutions of (B.l) such that: (a) they do not 
belong to the same connected component of 8; and that (b) at least one of 
them is different from *h(A). Then 
i,, f(dW) de z il,, f(w)) de. (B.ll) 
Proof If w is any nonconstant solution of (B.l ), then we have lo(e)1 < 
h(l) for any 0 E S ’ and that 
This shows that we have only to consider that case where o and (3 are 
both nonconstant solutions of (B.l). Moreover, since o + IS, f(w(0)) de 
takes constant values on each connected component of 8, we may assume 
without loss of generally that 
o(0) = CqO) = 0, (B.12) 
2 (0)=-O, g(o)>o, (B.13) 
and that the least periods of o and ~5 are 2z/m and 27r/Ci, respectively, with 
l<C’z<m<k(A). 
By the monotonic&y of e(a) in (B.8), we have w(n/2m)<&(7r/26). In 
view of this, and integrating the equation (B.l), we obtain 
580/83/l-7 
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for 8 E [0, n/m]. (B.14) 
In particular, we have 0 < (&&0)(O) < (&3/&)(O). Now we claim that 
0 < o(e) <s(e) for e E (0, 7rJm]. (B.15) 
To prove this, suppose the contrary, then there exists the minimal 
&,E (0, n/m] such that o(0,) = G(e,). Since o < ~3 on (0, (I,), we have 
(dc+#)(&) 3 (d&/&)(8,) > 0. Substituting 8 = 8, in (B.14) and using 
w(&,) = c3(8,), (do/&)(&J > (d&/&J)(&) > 0, we easily get a contradiction. 
Hence (B.15) is proved. 
Using the periodicity and the symmetry of o and ~3, we get 
s , fbm de =2m ( :‘” h-W de =2fff(4cpim)) &, (B.16) 
J‘,, .f(~(e)) de = 2 j-: f(G(rp/e)) 4. (B.17) 
From (B.15) and the fact that 6 is strictly increasing on [0, n/Cz], it 
follows that 
dcplm) < Wdm) < G(cplfi) for cp fz (0, 27r). (B.18) 
Now it is obvious that (B.16)-(B.18) imply the inequality 
Js, f(o(e)) de < Js, f(wN de. (B.19) 
The proof of the proposition is thus completed. 
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